Topic 3: Dribbling
Objectives: Learning to dribble, using different surfaces of the foot. Learning to change
speed and direction. Learning to engage a defender to create and find open space. Learning
ball control. Body mechanics.
All players have a ball inside a grid.

Dribbles: Outside foot; inside foot; instep; sole; pointer Outside-inside L/R; Outsideinside continuous. Turns: Outside, inside, blind turn, pull-turn. Moves: Step over;
Scissor; Double scissor; Ronaldo; Cruijff; Maradona; etc.
Progression :Players dribbles toward an opponent and execute dribbles/moves/turns.
Players have to Tag another player in the arm while keeping possession and executing
commands as above. If tagged keep one arm behind the back. If Tagged twice they have
to go out of the grid and do 10 ball taps before coming back to the grid.
Coach and Encourage: Free movement throughout grid. “Eyes up! eyes on the ball!
check behind your shoulder!”. Dribble and find space to avoid crushing No walking!
Proper body mechanics (low center of gravity etc.)Change direction change speed! Use
both feet!

1VS1 4 corners :
Description: 25X25 grid with 4 corners goal .Split the players into 2 teams with 2
colours. Place the players on two opposite sides of the square. Players of one team
start with the ball The player with the ball starts the exercise by passing to the
opponent. After entering the square the player receiving the ball should try to dribble
and score in one of the 2 small goals by guiding the ball. The player without the ball is
now a defender and must try to recover the ball, possibly scoring to the opposite side.

Coach and encourage: Finding space with the ball. Heads up, dribbling. Beat defender with
a skill move. Change direction and speed. Improvise and deceiving.
Progression: 1)Play 1vs2 2vs2 etc…

2vs2 Corners players
Description : 30x30 grid. 2vs2 + corners players . The 2 players inside the grid are trying to
connect with the same color corners players. Every time a pass is completed the player
passing the ball switches with the receiving player. When a pass is completed is 1 point.
Team reaching 10 wins

Coach and Encourage: Dribbling vs passing. Width and depth. Speed of
play. How can I finish as fast as possible? Improvise. Mobility. How do I
create space? How do I get behind defenders?
Progression. Add GK on both sides. When corner player is engaged he tries
to score. The opponent corner player becomes defender.

Game
Description 2 teams max 6vs6 with 2 goals. Use GK if appropriate for age
group. Use proper laws of the games. This should be as game-like and realistic
as possible with no conditions. Play 20 minutes..

Coach and encourage Reinforce points from previous activities and reward
players who use dribbling to find space and either to move the ball away from
pressure or get in behind defenders to create attacking opportunities

